Minute to Midnite - 5G Presentation
5 December 2018
Parts 1, 2, 3, 4B and 5

1. Introduction
I am not an expert on 5G or any other "G" for that matter, "G" standing for GENERATION - that is,
the evolution of Mobile Phones (or Cell Phones, as they're called in the US).
I am, in fact, a "Jack of all trades, but master of none."
However, there are genuine experts, such as the following, to whom I will refer in this presentation,
who represent scores of other genuine experts on this topic:
 Barrie Trower from the UK (regarding the Microwave technology itself).
 Dr. Magda Havas from Canada (regarding the adverse health effects of Microwaves).
 Prof. Olle Johansson from Sweden (Neuroscientist at the world-renowned Karolinska
Institute).
 Dr. Dietrich Klinghardt from Germany/USA (regarding the treatment of the adverse effects
of Microwave exposure).
I have an Associate Diploma in Mechanical Engineering from the Royal Melbourne Institute of
Technology, from which I graduated in 1961. RMIT was then a well-respected senior technical
college but is now a fully-fledged university: RMIT University:

RMIT University: The building at the forefront of the above photograph was built in 1887
https://www.shutterstock.com/image-photo/melbourne-december-7modern-rmit-university-building166464203
After graduating, I worked as a Production Engineer for almost 5 years, at what was then the
Commonwealth Small Arms Factory, located in a small city named Lithgow, which is situated on the
western slopes of the Blue Mountains (due west of Sydney), in NSW.
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Among other things, Lithgow is famous for producing one of Australia's top female sprinters,
Marjorie Jackson:

http://athletics.com.au/About-Us/Hall-of-Fame/Marjorie-Jackson
It's also famous for being the birthplace of the well-known theologian and author - Leon Morris:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leon_Morris
In 1966, I joined what was then the Electricity Commission of NSW, at Wallerawang Power Station
near Lithgow, where I worked until 1996, except for a break of 8 years, during which I traveled
overseas, working the England, Canada and New Zealand.
In New Zealand, I was the Director of The Voice of the Martyrs for 4 years (1977 - 1981), after
which I returned to Australia - to the job I'd left at Wallerawang Power Station in 1973.
For a number of years, I was responsible for the maintenance of electrical equipment within the
power station, which at one stage comprised of 8 Boiler/Turbine/Generator Units, with capacities
varying from 30MW to 500MW. (MW = Megawatt = a million watts).
The equipment voltages ranged from 110VDC to 330,000VAC. The generators delivered an output
voltage of 22,000VAC, which was then boosted to either 132,000VAC, or in the case of the 500MW
units, to 330,000VAC, via generator transformers, for transmission across the state of NSW, and
more recently, interstate.
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A simplistic diagram of a Coal-fired, Boiler/Turbine/Generator Unit.
https://water.usgs.gov/edu/wupt-coalplant-diagram.html
I was responsible for the maintenance of the generators themselves, the generator transformers, the
high voltage (HV) circuit breakers in the transmission yards, as well as a myriad of electrical motors
(varying in voltage from, 240VAC to 3,300VAC), including their associated cabling and circuit
breakers - all within the power station itself.
We Professional Engineers, were expected be Mechanical, Electrical, Chemical, Environmental, and
Measurement & Control Engineers, as well as Administrators and Trainers of hundreds of Operating
Staff who passed through the Power Station over many years, and who then went on to newer,
larger, generating stations elsewhere in the state.
No wonder I became a "Jack of all Trades."
After retirement, I worked as a consultant in Quality Management and also spent two years (2002 2004) at the Nanjing University of Technology in China, teaching English to students majoring in
the English language.
But enough of me.
Tony, if I asked your listeners to describe to me what the essential message was that Jesus left to the
world (in no more than eleven words), and beginning with the words, "God is..." (there are now only
nine words left), what do you think they would say?
I've posed this question to groups a number of times in the past, and very rarely does anyone come
up with the right answer. At face value, it may appear to have nothing to do with 5G, but the answer
is very revealing from a Scriptural perspective:
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"This is the message we have heard from him and declare to you:
God is light; in him there is no darkness at all."
(1 John 1:5)

Red/Orange/Yellow/Green/Cyan/Blue/Violet

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rainbow
"Pay attention! I'm establishing my covenant with you and with your descendants
after you, and with every living creature that is with you—the birds, the livestock, and
all the wildlife of the earth that are with you—all the earth's animals that came out of
the ark. I will establish my covenant with you: No living beings will ever be cut off
again by flood waters, and there will never again be a flood that destroys the earth."
God also said, "Here's the symbol that represents the covenant that I'm making
between me and you and every living being with you, for all future generations:
I've set my rainbow in the sky to symbolize the covenant between me and the earth.
Whenever I bring clouds over the earth and the rainbow becomes visible in the
clouds, I'll remember my covenant between me and you and every living creature, so
that water will never again become a flood to destroy all living beings.
When the rainbow is in the clouds, I will observe it and remember the everlasting
covenant between God and all living beings on the earth."
... "This is the symbol of the covenant that I've established between me and
everything that lives on the earth."
(Genesis 9:9-17 - ISV)
Now to the subject at hand...
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2. The Electromagnetic Frequency Spectrum

https://slideplayer.com/slide/9938607/

Frequency is measured in Hz (Hertz)
1 Hz = 1 cycle/second (c/s)
1 kHz = 1000 c/s or 103 c/s
1MHz = I million c/s = 1,000,000 c/s or 10 6 c/s
1 GHz = 1 Trillion c/s -= 10 9 c/s
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hertz

Relationship between Frequency and Wavelength
One is the Inverse of the other:
f (frequency) = c (speed of light) x  (Wavelength)
or
(Wavelength) = f (frequency) / c (speed of light)
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The Electromagnetic (Radiation) Spectrum and its Health Risks » electromagnetic-spectrum
https://churchofthecosmos.wordpress.com/2012/12/05/the-electromagnetic-radiation-spectrum-andits-health-risks/electromagnetic-spectrum/

https://www.defendershield.com/safe-levels-electromagnetic-radiation/
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https://kids.britannica.com/kids/assembly/view/89741

ARPANSA = Australian Radiation Protection And Nuclear Safety Agency
https://www.arpansa.gov.au/understanding-radiation/what-is-radiation/non-ionisingradiation/radiofrequency-radiation

The Visible Spectrum

Red/Orange/Yellow/Green/Cyan/Blue/Violet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rainbow
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Electromagnetic spectrum ranges for communication Devices

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CjuhRp6FNLU

Out of interest, the range of hearing for most people (shown in purple
below, compared to various animals) is about 30Hz to 20,000Hz

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hearing_range
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Comparisons of the Generations of Mobile (Cell) Phone Evolution

1G, 2G, 3G, 4G, 5G by Simon Johansen
https://its-wiki.no/images/c/c8/From_1G_to_5G_Simon.pdf

1G, 2G, 3G, 4G, 5G by Simon Johansen
https://its-wiki.no/images/c/c8/From_1G_to_5G_Simon.pdf
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Note the radical reduction in times to download a 800MB movie - from 1.5 days with a 1G device,
to an estimated 1 second with 5G. No wonder so many people are looking forward to the advent of
5G… but at what cost?
https://www.optus.com.au/enterprise/accelerate/communications/the-latest-from-the-5g-frontlines
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https://www.paulsinsight.com/evolution-mobile-phones/

iPhone Evolution to 2013

Up to 2013
https://phoneevolution.wordpress.com

Comparing the latest iPhones: iPhone XR vs. XS, XS Max, X, 8,
8 Plus, 7 and 7 Plus

https://newatlas.com/apple-comparison-2018-iphone-x-xr-xs-xsmax-8-7-plus/56362/
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Related Videos:
Wave Period and Frequency
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v3CvAW8BDHI
EM Spectrum (1 of 3) An Explanation
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mg_UmexyLh8
Electromagnetic spectrum ranges for communication Devices?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CjuhRp6FNLU
Australian regulator fast-tracking upcoming 5G auction at super-high frequency
https://www.smh.com.au/business/companies/australian-regulator-fasttrackingupcoming-5g-auction-at-superhigh-frequency-20170911-gyewu4.html
History of the iPhone 2007-2018
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DsuuF-AwbZs

Electromagnetic Frequencies affect the whole of life!

http://web.mit.edu/earlerw/www/Research.html

Related sites:
Schumann Resonances
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schumann_resonances
Does the human body have a frequency?
https://www.quora.com/Does-the-human-body-have-a-frequency
Does the human body have a resonant frequency? If so, how strong is it?
https://physics.stackexchange.com/questions/37543/does-the-human-body-have-a-resonantfrequency-if-so-how-strong-is-it
Resonant frequencies of standing humans
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/9306739
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3. The Adverse Health Effects of EMR
[EMR = Electromagnetic Radiation, sometimes also referred to as
EME (Energy) or EMF (Frequency)]
I suggest you start with the following video, which is now probably at least a decade old but still the
best introductory source for accurate information regarding the grave dangers of EMR exposure:
Dr. Dietrich Klinghardt MD PhD - Smart Meters & EMR - The Health Crisis Of Our Time

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PktaaxPl7RI
Dr Dietrich Klinghardt MD PhD is one of the world's most experienced Physicians when it comes
to the dangers and treatment of illnesses caused by microwaves and other pathogens. Many were not
even identified when he studied medicine in Germany in the 1970's.
He has been a US Citizen for many decades and now works out of a practice in Seattle on the northwest coast of the USA.
He is also a most beautiful human being, who happens to play guitar, and there are a number of
Youtube videos available featuring him singing and accompanying himself (and others) on guitar.
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FCC = Federal Communications Commission (USA)
NIOSH = National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
EPA = Environmental Protection Agency
FDA = Food and Drug Administration
While the above statement was true in 2011 with regard to the USA, there are "Standards" now in
some countries (including Australia and New Zealand), but they remain grossly inadequate when it
comes to protecting living organisms, and especially humans, from the biological effects of
microwaves.

"In short, there is no real “safe” levels of radiation exposure. When it
comes to Electromagnetic Radiation from electronic devices like
laptops and tablets, exposure is just an inevitable part of life. As we
continue to learn more about health dangers from non-ionizing
Electromagnetic Radiation contact, we should do everything we can to
limit our personal exposure with EMF protection. While the specific
chronic radiation exposure limits need more definition, the best course
of action and the one recommended by experts is to avoid extra doses
of Electromagnetic Radiation whenever you can."
https://www.defendershield.com/safe-levels-electromagnetic-radiation/
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http://www.wifiinschools.com/index.html

Wireless Networks - Genetic Mutation

Barrie Trower, retired British military expert on stealth weaponry and microwave radiation,
outlines how wireless computer radiation can cause lasting genetic mutation in girls' ovaries.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Ao4Z5-RYTQ
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Prof. Olle Johansson on WiFi
"Irreversible sterility within five generations"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BH3gJctqKk4
About The Dangers Of Mobile Phones - Prof. Olle Johansson
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3rti3SIAnrE
In the video above Prof. Olle Johansson talks about a Biolnitiative study
that has been updated regularly since it was first published in 2007

BioInitiative report (2007)
EMR Australia - Saturday, December 29, 2007
http://www.emraustralia.com.au/knowledgebase/bioinitiative-report-2007

Here is the link to the latest edition:
https://www.bioinitiative.org

Videos by Dr. Magda Havas PhD
https://magdahavas.com/biography/
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Microwave radiation affects the heart:
Are the results real or are they due to interference?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=186&v=p-mw_nCJWs4

Microwave radiation dangers in your home

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aAnrmJ3un1g

Live Blood & Electrosmog

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=90&v=L7E36zGHxRw
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Microwave Exposure Limits - Country Comparisons
Microwave Exposure Limits 300MHz-300GHz

Country
Canada
USA
[Germany
Australia
New Zealand]
China
Russia
Italy
France (Paris)
Poland
Hungary
Switzerland:
General
Sensitive Areas
(e.g. Schools,
Hospitals)
Belgium
(Brussels,
Wallonia,
Flanders)
Bulgaria
Luxembourg
Ukraine
Lichtenstein
Austria (Salzburg
Health Dept,
Federal State)
- Outdoor
- Indoor
Cosmic
Background

uW/cm2

uW/m2

W/m2

1000

10,000,000

10

10

100,000

0.1

95,000
42,500

0.0950
0.0425

9.5
4.25

2.4

24,000

0.1

1,000

0.001

0.001
0.0001

10
1.0

0.00001
0.000001

< 0.00000000001
(10-11)

< 0.0000001
(10-7)

0.0240

<0.0000000000001
10-13

1 W(Watt) =1,000 mW (milliWatts) 1 W(Watt) = 1,000,000 μW(microWatts)
1 mW(milliWatt) = 1,000 μW (microWatts) 1 m2 = 10,000 cm2 V/m = W/m2 x 377
Source: http://www.safeinschool.org/p/microwave-exposure-limits-countries.html
See also: http://www.cqlpe.ca/pdf/CurrentRFExposureLimits.pdf
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https://www.arpansa.gov.au/sites/default/files/legacy/pubs/rps/rps3.pdf
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Chapter 4 - Australian Standard on Radiofrequency Fields Exposure Levels (1999-2002)
[The Australian Equivalent of a US Congressional Committee of Enquiry]
Introduction
4.1
Uncertainty about potential of low intensity, long-term exposure to RF from telecommunications
technology was found by the Committee to be the basis of the continuing argument for a sensible
precautionary approach (principle). With the inadequate research data currently available, it has not been
possible to estimate or quantify with any degree of accuracy the extent of a safety margin that needs to be
prescribed in standards to be properly protective of the risk to the public.
4.2
Central to the question of the adequacy of our standards was whether or not they dealt with nonthermal emissions which have been shown by a growing body of research to show biological effects. Dr
Michael Repacholi of the World Health Organization explained that the scientific studies on which our
standards are set were observations of behavioural change in primates exposed to heat emitting devices. The
Committee Chair found the progress of standard development to have been somewhat arbitrary and
inadequate in dealing with non-thermal effects.
4.3
The Committee stresses in Chapters 3 and 4, the necessity for research to be carried out into the
mechanisms of interaction of telecommunications frequency microwaves with biological tissue. This
research must operate independently of influence by industry, government or regulatory bodies. Without
basic science data the Committee found that it is not possible for anyone to predict what adverse health
outcomes might occur.
Conclusion:
4.240
Having reviewed the evidence, the Committee Chair does not support the decision to transfer the
responsibility for setting a new Australian Standard for electromagnetic radiation to the Australian Radiation
Protection and Nuclear Safety Agency.
4.241
The Committee Chair does not have a view as to which body should be charged with the
responsibility for standard setting but believes that the process should ensure that the scientific advice which
informs the decision-making should be completely independent of commercial interests and that consumers
and other non-commercial stakeholders should be involved in the voting process.
4.242
The Committee Chair, on reviewing the evidence, does not support the implementation of
standards which are in line with the ICNIRP Guidelines, but instead recommends that the level of 200
microwatts per square centimetre in the expired Interim Standard (AS/NZS 2772.1(Int):1998) be retained in
the Australian Standard.
Recommendation 4.1
The Committee Chair recommends that the radiofrequency standard be defined and administered by a
process similar to that used by Standards Australia.
Recommendation 4.2
The Committee Chair recommends that the level of 200 microwatts per square centimetre in the
expired Interim Standard (AS/NZS 2772.1(Int):1998) be retained in the Australian Standard.
https://www.aph.gov.au/parliamentary_business/committees/senate/environment_and_communications/comp
leted_inquiries/1999-02/emr/report/c04
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See also: 1998 Radiofrequency fields - Maximum exposure levels-3 kHz to 300 ...
The Committee responsible for this Interim Standard considered both thermal and non-thermal
effects of RF exposure. The Committee found that, when established scientific literature is used,
exposure limits can only be based on thermal effects at frequencies above about 10 MHz. This is
consistent with the findings of organizations developing standards in all Western countries. The
Committee noted that, while some researchers have found effects at body cell levels, there has been
no conclusive evidence that such effects constitute a health hazard to humans.
https://infostore.saiglobal.com/store/PreviewDoc.aspx?saleItemID=455146
Summary of the above:
The Australian Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety Agency (ARPANSA), took over the
administration of determining safe RF standards in Australia in 1999, despite the fact that the Chair
of the Parliamentary Committee above recommended otherwise.
Not only that, ARPANSA then proceeded to increase the safe exposure level for the General Public
in Australia (from the original standard of 200 microwatts per square centimeter) by 5 times - to
1000 microwatts per square centimeter, in order to fall in line with the recommendations of the
International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP), whose
recommendations pertained (and still do) to the USA, Canada and Germany. New Zealand also
followed suit in 1999 and based their standard on the ICNIRP recommendations as well.
https://www.health.govt.nz/our-work/radiation-safety/non-ionising-radiation/radiofrequency-fieldexposure-standard
This standard does not address the biological effects on human health at all, and its
recommended limit for exposure of the General Public (in the 2GHz - 300GHz range, which
applies to virtually ALL current Cell Phones and other Wifi devices), is 10,000,000 times
higher that that recommended in Austria, and 100,000 times higher than the limit
recommended in China, Russia, Italy, France, Poland Hungary and Switzerland.

Israel:
The standards in Israel are difficult to pin down to numerical units. However, among other things,
they have legislated to limit the use of Wifi in schools, which indicates that there is an awareness of
the associated heath hazards:
Guidelines regarding radiation from Wi-Fi and W-LAN systems and end-user-devices used by
staff and students:
The circular stipulates that in educational institutions preference should be given to installing a
wired network that will not create safety hazards resulting from its installation and use. Where the
installation of a wired network only is problematic, a wireless network may be installed, subject to
the following restrictions:
 The age-group for which such a network is installed will be from Grade I upwards. Such
networks may not be installed for younger age-groups.
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 In each classroom an access point for wired connection will also be installed for the use of
the teacher, who will use this access point exclusively as long as there is no need to
operate the wireless network.
Preference will be given to teaching through computer applications that do not require using the
wireless network, when the teaching goals and pedagogical requirements in class allow for the use
of alternatives such as those detailed below:
 The Internet is used exclusively by the teacher
 Use of books/'offline' versions
 Use of programs that can be downloaded on computers – e.g. word processors, electronic
spreadsheets, presentations, photographs and video films
 Exercising topics such as document management and basic skills for using the computer,
unrelated to the mode of connection to the Internet
 Opening documents that can be downloaded (subject to copyright restrictions), such as short
films, sound documents and pictures
.
In addition:
 Within the school grounds the wireless connection must be switched off in the end-userdevices that contain it (e.g. cordless and mobile phones, tablets, portable computers, etc.)
when not in use during educational activities.
 Each room, corridor or classroom in the school must be equipped with at least one wireless
router, and not less than one router for every 150 sq m not separated by walls.
Pedagogical guidelines for operating a wireless network in schools:
For grades 1-3: the number of hours and days permitted for using the wireless network are
restricted.
 For grades 1-2: 1 hour/day and no more than 3 days/week (Total: 3 hours/week)
 For grade 3: up to 2 hours/day and no more than 4 days/week (Total 8 hours/week)
General guidelines:
 In every school where communications equipment and end-user-devices have been installed,
radiation measurements (RF and ELF) must be made by an authorized person before and
after installation, to ensure that the radiation levels are in accordance with the requirement of
the Ministry of Environmental Protection. These measurements should be made when the
equipment is in operation throughout the school,
 Each school must apply an age-adapted program to impart information on electromagnetic
and radiofrequency radiation, to expand knowledge on this subject.
 The implementation, follow-up and supervision of the radiation measurements are the
responsibility of the local municipal authority in collaboration with the Environmental
Unit at the Ministry of Environmental Protection.
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Supreme Court petition on the subject of Wi-Fi at schools
In August 2012 the Supreme Court was petitioned by leaders of the National Parents' Association,
the Forum for Cellular Sanity, and others, against the Minister of Education, the Deputy Minister at
the Ministry of Health, and the Minister of Environmental Protection. The petitioners demanded
that the Ministry of Education be forbidden to install or operate wireless Internet networks at
schools. In April 2015 the Supreme Court turned down the petition (Supreme Court Petition 6269/12
– National Parents' Association vs the Minister of Education (Hebrew)). The court stated that it had
found no reason to interfere with the Ministry of Education's decision regarding the use of wireless
networks in schools, which is clearly an issue for professional expertise, and that it could not declare
that the policy outlined in the Directorial Circular of 2013 was unreasonable to an extent justifying
intervention of the court,
In August 2015 the Supreme Court dismissed the petitioners' request for a further hearing before an
extended bench of judges - 3367/15 (Hebrew).
For further details see section on: Supreme Court petition on use of Wi-Fi in schools.
https://www.tnuda.org.il/en/policy-and-legislation/wireless-communication-network-–-wifi/legislation-and-policy-use-wi-fi
See also:
http://www.sviva.gov.il/English/env_topics/Radiation/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.sviva.gov.il/English/env_topics/Radiation/Pages/RadiationfromCellphones.aspx

What are the most common symptoms from over-exposure to EMR?



















sleep problems
headaches/head pressure
stress
memory/concentration problems
heart problems/palpitations
depression
fatigue
irritability
anxiety
skin problems
nausea/digestive problems
low immunity
pain
flu-like symptoms
behaviour problems
reduced libido
numbness
vertigo

http://www.emraustralia.com.au/emr-safety-health/healthy-community
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WHAT IS ELECTRO-HYPERSENSITIVITY
Common Symptoms












Concentration problems
Memory lapses
Aches or pressure in head, throat and chest
Unsteady balance, dizziness
Altered heart rate
Ringing in the ears
Excessive fatigue
Numbness or pain in affected areas
Sleep disturbances
Eye irritation
Red skin blotches, eczema

Four Stages of Electrohypersensitivity
1. Mild combinations of some of the common symptoms - typically headaches, concentration &
memory problems - while working with electronic equipment.
2. Longer lasting symptoms after working with electronic equipment. Similar reactions in the
vicinity of transmission towers and relay antennae. Symptoms often require medical care.
3. Inability to work full-time; frequent sick leaves taken to cope with symptoms.
4. Acute adverse reactions from electromagnetic pollution, both in outdoor and indoor
environments. Results in unemployment and severe curtailment of freedom. Requires
expensive reengineering of home environment or relocation to spartan, EMF/EMR-free rural
or wilderness areas.
http://www.weepinitiative.org/areyou.html
Check out this recent video (Mar 23, 2018) , which contains possibly the
most important message he has ever shared:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oLJOfHcPkhk
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Related sites:

http://www.essentialomatherapy.com/oils-frequency/
Effect of Ultra High Frequency Mobile Phone Radiation on Human Health
The results of this study and International Commission of Non Ionization Radiation Protection
(ICNIRP) reports showed the people who spend more than 50 minutes a day using a cell phone
could have early dementia or other thermal damage due to the burning of glucose in the brain.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4930268/
Frequency, DNA and the human body
https://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/ciencia_genoma98.htm
Welcome to Just A List...
http://justalist.blogspot.com/2008/03/vibrational-frequency-list.html
Royal Raymond Rife
https://rense.com/general31/rife.htm
Rife silenced by Medical Mafia
http://www.naturalnews.com/027104_cancer_WHO_Chi.html
Rife's Frequencies
http://rifevideos.com/dr_rifes_true_original_frequencies.html
Bioresonance - Fact or Fallacy?
http://www.positivehealth.com/article/energy-medicine/bioresonance-part-ii-practical-approachesto-treatment
Even Roger Coghill (above article) has been mocked by the scientific community:
http://www.skepticreport.com/sr/?p=554
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4B -The Telstra Telephone Exchange - Hampton, Queensland,
Photographs taken early afternoon 3 December 2018

The Hampton Telstra Telephone Exchange is located opposite the Hampton
General Store/Post Office. I am standing at the entrance gate, which was open.

Closer View, showing a very recently installed 4G antenna.
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The reading on my meter, taken at the open gate to the property, is 398 microwatts/m2
Normal background reading (inside or outside), is normally no higher than 3 microwatts/m2
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I consider that any continuous exposure to microwave frequencies above 10 microwatts/m2 to be
deleterious to human health. Continuous exposure to 400 microwatts/m2 of microwave frequencies
between 700MHz - 2.6GHz (the Telstra range for 4G), as far as I'm concerned, is not conducive to
human health or well being.

Please note the size of the antenna compared with most "Mobile" (Cell) Phone towers.
A similar sized 4G antenna was also recently installed on the Telstra Exchange in the town of Crows
Nest, which is about 12 km north of Hampton. Crows Nest has a population of about 2200.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crows_Nest,_Queensland
This raises the question of why we need such massive tower structures, with transformers at their
bases that are often rated at many kilowatts of electrical power output.
The fact that every one of our mobile (cell) phones can communicate with the base stations using
milliwatts, or even microwatts of power (supplied from tiny batteries within them), begs the
question of why the towers need to be so large and need so such electrical power. Are the large
towers being used for other unrevealed and possibly nefarious reasons? Could it have anything to do
with Weather Control, or even Mind Control? And why choose frequency bands that the military
have used, and continue to use, as weapons?
U.S. Military Ray Gun: Amazing Microwave Weapon:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0KqF6gmiC-Y
Directed Energy Weapons 101: Sonic, Microwave, Laser, and Non Lethal Warfare
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TFbhDI6g7tQ
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Safety warning signs adjacent to the antenna.

Equipment identification plate
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My vehicle, parked opposite the Telstra Telephone Exchange in Hampton, Queensland

A reading of 212 microwatts/m2 recorded beside the vehicle in the above photograph.
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Details of the Telstra Telephone Exchange 4G "tower" at
Hampton, Queensland, downloaded from the RFNSA web-site
later the same afternoon (3 December 2018):

https://www.rfnsa.com.au/4352024

https://www.rfnsa.com.au/4352024
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https://www.rfnsa.com.au/4352024
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https://www.rfnsa.com.au/4352024/safety

We already have a plethora of health related problems associated with 2G, 3G and 4G networks.
We are about to be subjected to microwave frequencies from 5G, that are almost certainly more
hazardous to human health than the past generations of mobile (cell) phone frequencies, which is
frightening in the extreme.
It's virtually impossible to stop, or even slow, the implementation of 5G across the globe.
So, what can we do about it?
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5. So what can we do to protect ourselves?
5.1 EMF Detection Devices (Meters)
Valuable sites:
Electric Sense: https://www.electricsense.com/
EMF Meter - EMF Measurement - Basic Education: Using the Correct EMF Meter
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B_G8wM7RhGQ
Know Your EMF Meters https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8uYhvQMrkXY
Cornet ED78S EMF Meter - My Review https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hw7kLcPi4kE
Trifield 100XE EMF Meter-My Review https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=My0oO-O3mPE
Acousticom 2 EMF Meter - My Review https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BEjDxoL-3dw
EMF Meter HF35C - Review https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XsuqkXvnxdU [the High
Frequency Meter (microwave range) I have.
8 Best EMF Detectors 2018 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fb4_1tPEhKI

My recommendation for most people, that balances accuracy, flexibility,
frequency range covered, and value for money for the existing 3G and 4G
networks is:
Cornet ED88T EMF Meter Plus
Review: https://www.electricsense.com/10786/cornet-ed88t-emf-meter/
Similar review of the previous model by Michael Neuert:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zYKLBTDuZqo
Amazon Customer reviews:
https://www.amazon.com/CORNET-ED-88TPlus-EMF-Detector100MHz/dp/B01LFXEQNW#customerReviews
Manufacturer's site: http://www.electrosmog.org
Check a wide variety of sites, including eBay, for best prices.
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The meter I use is a German-built, Gigahertz Solutions meter, which is considerably more expensive
but very accurate and extremely sensitive to the direction from which the EMF signal is coming.
This is particularly helpful in detecting the source of EMF pollution in a home or office
environment.

https://www.gigahertz-solutions.de/en/rf-and-emf-meters/high-frequency-rf/meters/
Gigahertz Solutions already have meters that cover the lower end of the 5G-frequency spectrum, but
they are relatively expensive. I'm certain that the other manufacturers of meters (that already cover
the 3G and 4G frequency bands), are actively working towards reasonably-priced meters to detect
5G signals. But, as yet, they are not readily available on the market.

5.2 Protective Devices and Protection Strategies
One of the best sites I have found for suggestions on how to protect yourself from microwave
frequencies is http://www.best-emf-health.com
The following is an introductory extract from the above site:

The Best EMF Protection Strategy Everyone Needs Now!
EMF protection is no longer just for health conscience ‘gurus’ or those once (and even still) thought to be
fanatical and imagining things. In a world now blanketed with harmful man-made electromagnetic fields, we
are coming to a major shift in our acceptance that they are causing serious and often fatal health
problems.
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Because of almost losing my life from a strong EMF exposure that turned into cancer in six different areas of
my body, I have spent years studying, experimenting and testing to find out how to achieve the best EMF
safety. It's not just about finding the most powerful EMF protection devices - though I have done that also.
Many factors and actions can bring you to a MUCH safer environment, all of which are very simply stated on
this website - not necessarily easy to achieve but important for optimal health.
This information revealed from my studies is grouped into the following categories:
1. Develop Your Understanding of EMF’s - What is EMF and RF radiation and why is it so harmful?
How long have we really known about the dangers? Why isn't the truth being told?
2. Distance from EMF’s is the only true complete EMF safety - Though virtually impossible to
avoid all EMF’s all the time in today’s world, it is important to know where they are and what is a
safe distance for each type of radiation - wireless, electric, magnetic and ionizing.
3. Detectors are the only way to know for sure where your EMF sources are and how strong Because EMF/RF radiation is invisible, EMF detectors or EMF/RF meters are the only way to know
how safe or harmful your environment is from electromagnetic radiation.
I studied and made modifications I thought gave me EMF protection but my cancer continued to
grow from the exposures. It was not until I purchased an EMF detector (gauss meter) and a
wireless/RF meter that I was able to find all my radiation sources, some of which were very strong.
4. Discharge EMF’s as soon as possible after exposure in order to minimize damage to your cells Once you’ve been exposed to harmful EMF’s it’s important to discharge these from your body using
EMF protectors and other methods.
5. Repair Damage and Restore - For best EMF protection, it’s important to restore your body’s
healthy frequencies and repair the cellular damage to organs such as heart and brain. There is a very
special type of biofeedback machines that is excellent for this.
6. EMF Diseases - Some diseases and health problems are directly caused by electromagnetic radiation
like some cancers as in the number one cause of leukemia, and EMF sensitivity.
But ALL diseases will be affected in some way by exposure to harmful EMF’s simply because it
always weakens the immune system and damages the cells - weakest areas first. Most people are
unaware of how EMF radiation is affecting their body.
Supplements - Some specific supplements help protect our cells during exposure to EMF’s while some help
repair the damage after the fact.Click on Nav Bar 'EMF Supplements' for this information.
Source: http://www.best-emf-health.com

Another valuable source of information is Dr. Joseph Mercola:
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Dr. Mercola has dozens of articles, and some excellent Youtube presentations on this topic.
For example:
Despite Clear Evidence of Harm, Mobile Phone Industry Fights to Keep You Ignorant of the
Risks
Here are several suggestions that will help reduce your EMF exposure:
Connect your desktop computer to the internet via a wired Ethernet connection
and be sure to put your desktop in airplane mode. Also avoid wireless
keyboards, trackballs, mice, game systems, printers and portable house phones.
Opt for the wired versions.
If you must use Wi-Fi, shut it off when not in use, especially at night when you
are sleeping. Ideally, work toward hardwiring your house so you can eliminate
Wi-Fi altogether. If you have a notebook without any Ethernet ports, a USB
Ethernet adapter will allow you to connect to the internet with a wired
connection.
Shut off the electricity to your bedroom at night. This typically works to reduce
electrical fields from the wires in your wall unless there is an adjoining room
next to your bedroom. If that is the case you will need to use a meter to
determine if you also need to turn off power in the adjacent room.
Use a battery-powered alarm clock, ideally one without any light. I use a talking
clock for the visually impaired.30
If you still use a microwave oven, consider replacing it with a steam convection
oven, which will heat your food as quickly and far more safely.
Avoid using "smart" appliances and thermostats that depend on wireless
signaling. This would include all new "smart" TVs. They are called smart
because they emit a Wi-Fi signal and, unlike your computer, you cannot shut
the Wi-Fi signal off. Consider using a large computer monitor as your TV
instead, as they don't emit Wi-Fi.
Refuse smart meters as long as you can, or add a shield to an existing smart
meter, some of which have been shown to reduce radiation by 98 to 99
percent.31
Consider moving your baby's bed into your room instead of using a wireless
baby monitor. Alternatively, use a hard-wired monitor.
Replace CFL bulbs with incandescent bulbs. Ideally remove all fluorescent
lights from your house. Not only do they emit unhealthy light, but more
importantly, they will actually transfer current to your body just being close to
the bulbs.
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Avoid carrying your cellphone on your body unless in airplane mode and never
sleep with it in your bedroom unless it is in airplane mode. Even in airplane
mode it can emit signals, which is why I put my phone in a Faraday bag.32
When using your cellphone, use the speaker phone and hold the phone at least 3
feet away from you. Seek to radically decrease your time on the cellphone. I
typically use my cellphone less than 30 minutes a month, and mostly when
traveling. Instead, use VoIP software phones that you can use while connected
to the internet via a wired connection.
https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2018/07/31/effects-of-cellphone-radiation.aspx
Keep in mind that mobile (cell) phones are not the only hazard. Countless other devices exist as
well, including Wifi modems (routers), cordless phones, baby monitors, computers, tablets, Smart
Meters, the transmission towers and antennas themselves — and even your household wiring (dirty
electricity - https://greenwavefilters.com/dirty-electricity/).
Mobile (Cell) phones (now, more commonly called Smartphones), are certainly a significant source
of exposure, but if you're dedicated to protecting your health, you may need to address other sources
as well.
Last Word:
There is a device on the market (not mentioned above) that Joy and I (and other friends of ours)
have found helpful in counteracting the negative effects of EMR, especially in public places such as
large shopping complexes, educational institutions, or hospitals (all of which are saturated in toxic
microwave frequencies). However, another friend (who is hypersensitive to EMR), claims they have
no positive effect at all. There appear to be few devices that work for everyone.
Nevertheless, you may consider investigating this product:
Blushield: Designed in New Zealand for home, business and personal protection. We have a plug-in
one in our home and a portable one that Joy carries in her handbag at all times.
Site: blushield.co.nz/
Worldwide distributors: https://blushield.co.nz/distributor/
Reviews:
Blushield Tesla Gold Series Plugin and Portable:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C7SVEmE8OwE
Review of BLUSHIELD EMF PROTECTION, Testimonials / Test of the Portable
BLUSHIELD Device: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0kRgNIzac8w
Testimonials: https://www.blushield.com.au/testimonial/
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